MY BEACH,
MY WATER LTD.
SERVICES
Safe, sustainable and enjoyable beach
experiences!

BEACH SAFETY AND
INFORMATION WEB BASED
APP
➤

We provide information services
about the beach so that you can
have a safe, sustainable and
enjoyable experience on the
beach.

➤

This data is inputed by us and by
lifeguards

➤

Crowdsourced data by users like
you

➤

We also work with a network of
experts and community leaders
to gather information

CONSULTANCY ON
SUSTAINABILITY
RATE: TT$120 PER HOUR PER PERSON
➤

Conduct sustainability audit of
your business: Review and assess
the practices at your business.

➤

Recommend ways to revise
practices to make business more
sustainable while maintaining or
reducing cost, maintaining or
increasing profits

➤

Suggest and source more
sustainable products and materials
for use and sale in your business

SUSTAINABILITY
TRAINING
RATE: TT$120 PER HOUR
➤

Train your employees on how to adopt
sustainable practices and make sustainable
choices on the job and in their personal
lives

➤

Train employees on how to explain to less
sassy customers why sustainable
approaches are being taken and the positive
impact of these approaches.

➤

Train employees on how to deal with public
who is savvy wrt sustainable practices and
looking for that in their favourite stores

➤

Train management on how to track the wins
of sustainability in their bottom line both in
terms of customer satisfaction, lower
operating costs and high sales.

BEACH SAFETY
TRAINING
RATE: TT$120 PER HOUR PER
STAFF REQUIRED
(PACKAGE COURSE CAN BE DESIGNED TO
FIT YOUR BUDGET)
➤

Train your employees on safe
behaviours at the beach

➤

Spot rip currents

➤

What to do if caught in rip currents

➤

How to be a safety buddy on the
beach

➤

We will source and partner with
other experts as it becomes
necessary: e.g. lifeguard, CPR, first
aid, maritime safety

